
 

Hekman Library catalog

 

Go to the library catalog: 

http://ulysses.calvin.edu 

 

Click “choose a library to search” 

 

 

 

Expand the “General Collection” library 

by clicking on the green arrow 

 

 

choose the “E-Journals (selected)” library

Hekman Library catalog:  “E-Journals (selected)” search 

Expand the “General Collection” library  

Journals (selected)” library 
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December 22, 2009 

 



 

Type the name of the periodical you are searching for

click “Go!” 

 

 

Click on the periodical title in the results list

 

 

 

 

Type the name of the periodical you are searching for, choose “title” from the drop down menu

Click on the periodical title in the results list to display the record summary 
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“title” from the drop down menu, and 

 



 

From the record summary screen for your title 

online availability Hekman library has for the content you seek

 

 

 

 

 

Hekman library faculty and staff work with research resources as part of our daily routine and so 

recognize the prominence of ejournals in our current research context.  We are dedicated to 

improving the ejournal search experience through organization and innovation as soon as 

possible. 

At this point in time the library electronic services team has implemented only the most basic 

version of the Evergreen open source catalog for Hekman library and

planned for the future. 

Please note that at any point during the above described search process using the browser back 

button may reset the “now searching [library]”

example of a catalog default “behavior”

control in the future. 

In the short term if you are not finding what you seek via this 

searching the “WorldCat” database:

library homepage

Please contact Steven Putt with related questions or suggestions:

sjp6@calvin.edu 

 

for your title follow the “Fulltext @ Hekman” link to determ

ry has for the content you seek 

Hekman library faculty and staff work with research resources as part of our daily routine and so 

recognize the prominence of ejournals in our current research context.  We are dedicated to 

oving the ejournal search experience through organization and innovation as soon as 

At this point in time the library electronic services team has implemented only the most basic 

version of the Evergreen open source catalog for Hekman library and there are many changes 

Please note that at any point during the above described search process using the browser back 

et the “now searching [library]” you selected in the first steps.  This is 

default “behavior” which the library electronic services team 

In the short term if you are not finding what you seek via this or another method perhaps try 

searching the “WorldCat” database: 

ibrary homepage����research databases����WorldCat 

Please contact Steven Putt with related questions or suggestions: 
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link to determine what 

Hekman library faculty and staff work with research resources as part of our daily routine and so 

recognize the prominence of ejournals in our current research context.  We are dedicated to 

oving the ejournal search experience through organization and innovation as soon as 

At this point in time the library electronic services team has implemented only the most basic 

there are many changes 

Please note that at any point during the above described search process using the browser back 

you selected in the first steps.  This is just one 

electronic services team will work  to 

method perhaps try 


